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An introduction

Underfloor Heating Systems

Originally used to take the chill off cold floors 
in single rooms (e.g. bathrooms and hallways 
with stone tiles) Underfloor Heating has been 
developed to become a standard complete 
in-house heating system, irrespective of floor 
materials and coverings. It offers a number of 
advantages, as will become apparent. 

From the start of the concept, Danfoss has been 
continuously developing control components 
for Underfloor Heating, making them the control 
manufacturer with not only the widest product 
portfolio for UFH controls but also the one with 
the greatest experience in the field.

The purpose of this catalogue is to give some 
examples of how some of the controls for 
Underfloor Heating can be used in different 
applications/systems. It is also intended to provide 
an overview of the most typically used Danfoss 
controls for Underfloor Heating. In addition to 
showing product and application information on 
water based underfloor heating, the catalogue 
also includes information on electric floor heating 
products, ideal for use in single room applications 
such as bathrooms and kitchens where the basic 
requirement is to provide a warm floor surface 
as opposed to room heating. Further product 
information can be found in individual product 
datasheets. 
(These can be ordered by using the order form 
in the back of this brochure or downloaded from 
Danfoss Randall’s website www.danfoss-randall.
co.uk). 

For further information regarding Underfloor 
Heating system design, control and the 
installation of Underfloor Heating systems please 
contact Underfloor Heating companies and 
other suppliers of Underfloor Heating systems. 
For further control product information do not 
hesitate to call Danfoss Randall.

Underfloor Heating (UFH) has been firmly established in mainland Europe for 
three decades and is installed now in virtually every new family home.

Devi mat

Devireg 550 Programmable Thermostats

Devireg 130 Thermostat
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Product Overview

FHV-R
The FHV-R is ideal for small solid floor heating systems including bathrooms, kitchens or conservatories, 
and provides temperature control for floor heating circuits using a FJVR return temperature limiter 
sensor to maintain the return temperature in the UFH circuit at a constant level. The FHV-R comprises a 

valve enclosure (which is built into a wall or partition), a valve, sensor and fascia plate.

Page 23

FH-WC
The FH-WC is a hard-wired 8 zone controller used to interconnect the components that make up a 
floor heating control system. The FH-WC provides dedicated connections for zone thermostat and zone 
thermal actuators for underfloor heating systems of up to eight zones. It can be used together with a 
wide range of thermostats, including programmable thermostats and dial setting thermostats offering 

night set back functionality.

Page 26

FH-BU
The FH-BU is a wireless 6 zone controller which combines the functions of a wiring centre and a 6-zone 
RF receiver into a single simple to install controller.  Used together with FH-RT dial setting set-back 
thermostats and an FH-RN    2-channel timer module, the FH-BU system provides an easy to install and 

commission purpose built floor heating solution which is extremely cost effective.

Page 26

Devimat System
These simple to install electric floor heating mats are ideal for use in kitchens or in bathrooms, particularly 
as they can be accommodated within the normal thickness taken up by the tile adhesive. Versions of the 
mat are available for both concrete based floors and wood based floors.  A special thermostat, Devireg 
550, controls floor temperature and to ensure that no cable damage has occurred during installation, a 
cable monitor is also available. 

Page 29

FH-WC

FH-BU

FHV-R

TP5000Si

TP5000Si
The TP5000Si is a easy to use 5/2 day programmable room thermostat which offers up to six time and 
temperature changes each day with different programmes for weekdays and weekend days.  Available 
in hard-wired and wireless versions, the model has a slim, stylish enclosure with a large easy to read 
LCD display. It also incorporates many useful user features, including frost protection mode, thermostat 
mode and programme overrides.  

Page  25

Devimat System
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General information about

Underfloor Heating
How it works
The majority of modern Underfloor Heating 
systems are warm water systems, where pipes 
are buried in the screed, or run beneath the floor 
surface (in floating or suspended applications) in 
a certain pattern. Whereas radiators transfer the 
heat from a small surface area, which normally 
is very hot, UFH transfers heat from a very large 
area (the whole floor area) which is only slightly 
warmer than the room. 

Warm water at temperatures of typically 45-65°C 
is circulated through the pipes warming the floor 
to a temperature of 25-28°C, so the floor becomes 
comfortable to walk on even with traditionally 
cold materials, such as quarry tiles or stone flags. 
In order to provide the whole floor area with 
heat, the pipe layout pattern and the return 
temperatures must be carefully considered. 
Flow and return temperature difference should 
typically not exceed more than 5°C. However 
systems with higher flow temperatures and higher 
temperature drops have been used for 3 decades 
in mainland Europe. This does not lead to any 
problems as long as the high flow temperatures 
and higher temperature drops are taken into 
consideration in the design of the system.

For single room floor heating applications, 
electric floor heating mats are often a simple 
and convenient solution, especially in retrofit 
situations where it may be difficult to fit water 
based systems. It is important to remember that 
such systems are designed to warm floors and are 
not intended to provide heating to the room.

Advantages
Perhaps the most important benefit is that UFH 
greatly enhances comfort levels by spreading 
warmth evenly across the entire room, from the 
floor upwards. With Underfloor Heating, the whole 
floor acts as a radiant surface, emitting heat evenly 
throughout the room. The convective air currents 
are due to the air at floor level being warmed and 
then rising. Unlike radiators or warm air blowers, 
these air currents are rising in the same plane as a 
person and are therefore imperceptible. 

Removing the need for radiators, UFH provides 
additional usable room space, improves interior 
aesthetics, eliminates a major problem in room 
redecoration and allows greater flexibility with 
furniture placement. 

UFH provides a range of other advantages:

It is simple to install
It is unobtrusive, safe and quiet
It is virtually maintenance free
It complements other energy-saving 
developments in heating, such as 
condensing boilers, solar panels, heat 
pumps and combined heat and power 
systems

Application
Underfloor Heating lends itself to use in all 
domestic applications as illustrated throughout 
this brochure. It is also suitable for commercial 
applications, for example in public and health 
care buildings, schools, nurseries and sports halls, 
where hot surfaces can present a hazard to the 
occupants. It is also effective in rooms with high 
ceilings due to its low temperature radiant effect, 
e.g. stockrooms and warehouses.

Underfloor Heating is suitable for use with all 
types of wet central heating systems, including 
gas, oil or solid fuel fired boilers, and either 
conventional, combination or condensing boilers. 
It can be applied to one or more rooms or even 
the whole building as the sole means of heating. 
However, it is also ideal for mixed systems with, for 
example Underfloor Heating on the ground floor 
and radiators on the first floor. In systems with 
low flow temperatures, Underfloor Heating works 
especially well with condensing boilers, taking full 
advantage of the high efficiencies achievable, and 
with low temperature renewable heat sources, 
such as solar panels and heat pumps.

With a maximum surface floor temperatures of 
a typical 25-28°C in living areas and sometimes 
even higher in transitionary and wet areas giving 
outputs of approximately 100 to 150 watts per 
square metre (70 watts per square metre for 
suspended timber and floating floors), Underfloor 
Heating is able to meet most heat loadings.

•
•
•
•
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General information about

Underfloor Heating
Systems
In general it is possible to divide the UFH systems 
into the following types:

Small UFH single room systems e.g. 
conservatories, bathroom or kitchens
Large or whole house UFH systems 
Mixed UFH and radiator systems
Floor warming applications where the 
demand is to make the floor comfortable to 
walk on (such systems are not intended to 
heat the room)

With the exception of the floor warming 
application, which is generally electrically heated, 
heat for the underfloor heating is normally 
supplied from the same type of boiler that is used 
for conventional radiator based heating systems.

It is fairly typical to mix radiators and underfloor 
heating circuits within the same building, with for 
example underfloor heating in the living areas, 
bathrooms and kitchen whilst bedroom heating 
uses conventional radiators. In such mixed 
systems, water for the underfloor heating system 
is normally mixed down to a lower temperature or 
may be supplied directly from a low temperature 
source such as a condensing boiler or a heat-
pump.

Piping Layouts
UFH piping layouts are based on two operational 
considerations that must be effectively balanced. 
These are the desire to maintain a relatively even 
surface temperature throughout the area whilst 
also providing for the increased heat demand that 
naturally occurs along colder exterior surfaces 
in order to maintain the room temperature at a 
constant pre-set level. 

Theoretic layout patterns may be either:

Single serpentine 
Double serpentine 
Triple serpentine  
Counter flow spiral

In practice the pipe layouts can be combined or 
mixed in order to meet the heat requirements. 
More circuits must be applied for larger rooms/
larger heated areas in order to avoid too large a 
water temperature drop.

Serpentine Patterns
Serpentine patterns allow for the hottest water to 
border the exterior perimeter (highest heat loss 
areas). Single serpentine is normally used when 
one wall represents the major heat loss of the 
zone. Double serpentine is used where two walls 
represent the major heat loss of the zone and so 
on.  The supply pipe is laid closest to the high heat 
loss walls and is serpentined toward the center of 
the room. The water temperature is highest at the 
coldest walls and will decrease as it flows through 
the tube toward the center of the room.

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Counter Flow
Counter flow patterns differ from serpentine in 
that the supply and return pipes are laid out next 
to each other, creating an average temperature 
between them. Counter flow is best suited when 
there is no specific area of highest heat loss 
or where an even floor surface temperature is 
critical. 
In general, if an area requires more than one loop 
it is common to utilise more than one layout 
pattern. In areas of specific high heat loss, such 
as a patio door, perimeter bands of closer pipe 
spacing are frequently used.

Single	serpentine

Double	serpentine

Triple	serpentine

Counter	flow	spiral
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General information about

Underfloor Heating
Floor Constructions
There are many different variants of UFH suiting 
different types of floor constructions, eg. concrete 
floor, timber floor etc. 

UFH can be applied to: 

Screeded floors
Structural floors
Suspended floors
Floating panel floors

The screeded system comprises of a concrete 
base, insulation, screed and floor-covering layer. 
The UFH pipes are fixed to the top of the insulation 
layer and covered with the screed. Edging strips 
are laid against all the external and internal walls, 
providing both edge insulation and an expansion 
zone for the screed.

Structural Floor Systems are laid in a similar 
manner to the screeded system, however the 
UFH pipe work is tied to reinforcing steel mesh 
by means of cable ties. The floor slab is then laid/
poured over the underfloor pipe work.

For suspended timber floors, the UFH pipes 
are fitted between the joists and fixed to the 
suspended timber floor. Aluminium dissipation 
plates that release heat into the floor are 
sometimes used to increase the heat transfer from 
the UFH pipes to the suspended timber floor.

Floating Panel Systems are ideal for retrofit 
purposes since the existing floor surface is 
undisturbed. There are different designs but in 
general pre-grooved insulation panels are laid 
onto an existing flat surface. In some cases a 
dissipation plate is pressed into the pre-grooved 
panels along with the underfloor heating pipes. 

Surface Flooring Finishes
Underfloor Heating systems are suitable for most 
floor finishes and problems will not normally occur 
as long as the guidelines from both the flooring 
supplier and the Underfloor Heating supplier, in 
terms of installation, start-up and operation, are 
clearly followed.  

Ceramic Floor Tiles (including flagstone, slate etc.)
Underfloor Heating works very well with all types 
of ceramic and stone based floor coverings, 
as these represent minimal resistance to heat 
transfer, and was originally introduced to take 
the chill off the cold ceramic tiles typically used 
in bathrooms and hallways. To avoid cracking 
of the tiles, a flexible adhesive and flexible edge 
joints should be used. On large areas, it may be 
necessary to include a reinforcing mesh in the 
screed. This will accommodate the expansion and 
contraction of the floor.

Plastic or Vinyl Floors
Plastic floorings represent little resistance to heat 
transfer and most are suited to Underfloor Heating 

•
•
•
•

applications. The floor covering and the adhesive 
used with the covering should be suitable for 
temperatures of up to 40°C and show no softening 
or loss of adhesion at these temperatures.

Timber/Wooden Floors
Underfloor Heating with timber or wooden 
floor is not a problem, as long as both the floor 
manufacturer’s and UFH supplier’s instructions 
regarding installation, start-up and operation are 
followed. Underfloor Heating has been used with 
timber and wooden floors in mainland Europe 
for many years and has been proven to work very 
well. Timber floor finishes represent a resistance 
to heat transfer, which must be taken into account 
at the design stage. With screeded or concrete 
floors, where a timber finish/wooden floor is to be 
used, it is essential that the screed or concrete are 
fully cured before the timber finish/wooden floor 
is laid. 

Carpets
UFH can be used with carpets, but the carpet 
itself will restrict the heat transfer and this must 
be taken into account at the design stage. It is 
important to keep the resistance to heat transfer 
within acceptable limits. If carpets are to be stuck 
down, the adhesive used must be suitable for 
temperatures of up to 40°C. Electric floor heating 
mats are not suitable for use with carpeted floors.

8
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General information about

Underfloor Heating
Controls
As with all heating systems, appropriate controls 
are needed to achieve optimum comfort and 
economy. Underfloor Heating systems can be 
controlled as sole heating systems or may be 
linked with other heat emitters such as radiators 
and hot water cylinders. Each heat emitter has 
different control requirements and settings, and it 
is necessary to take into account the total heating 
and hot water requirements when deciding 
which type of control system will be utilised for 
the Underfloor Heating section. As opposed to 
radiator systems and fast reaction systems which 
can be turned off by time controls, all time based 
controls applied to control the UFH system, 
particularly thermally heavy systems, must 
generally provide set-back temperatures rather 
than turning the system completely off.

Controls for Underfloor Heating can be separated 
into 3 main categories: 

Flow temperature controls and safety limit 
controls
Comfort controls
Boiler and pump controls (economy 
controls)

Flow temperature controls
For most UFH systems, and in particular thermally 
slow and high mass UFH systems, low flow 
temperature is critical and essential in order to 
avoid thermal over loads and to increase the 
comfort level. Unless a condensing boiler with low 
flow temperatures is being utilised exclusively as 
the heat source, it will normally be necessary to 
reduce the flow temperature from the boiler to 
an acceptable level for the UFH by using flow 
temperature controls. 

Weather compensators, varying the flow 
temperature in relation to the external 
temperature, are widely used in commercial 
systems but self-acting thermostatic solutions can 
easily do the task and are ideal for domestic and 
smaller non-domestic systems. A safety electro-
mechanical thermostat with immersion sensor 
can be fitted to the flow pipe and connected 
directly to control the pump or the boiler, in order 
to cut off the heat if the flow temperature exceeds 
a pre-set upper limit.

Comfort controls
Room thermostats are used in combination 
with flow temperature controls to control the 
air temperature of a given area or individual 
rooms by either reducing or stopping the water 
supply to the underfloor system ie. controlling 
electrically actuated valves. Room thermostats 
come in a variety of different types; self-acting, 
electro-mechanical or electronic, digital or 
programmable, wired or wireless (with radio 
communication). 

•

•
•

Boiler and pump controls 
(economy/zone	controls)
As the UK Building Regulations require a link 
between the controls and the boiler in order to 
switch off the boiler if no heat is required, different 
solutions have been developed.

Time clocks, programmers or programmable 
thermostats can control individual heating zones 
or the complete system on a time basis. They are 
best suited to underfloor systems when they are 
used to switch the temperature controls to a 
reduced comfort level (e.g. using programmable 
thermostats with night set-back temperatures) 
rather than turning the system completely off 
without any control of the room temperature 
during the off periods. Motorised valves and 
thermal actuators with end-switch can be used to 
start and stop external devices such as a boiler or 
a pump. They can also be used with wiring/control 
centres to provide a timed demand signal.

Flow 
Temperature 

Control

Boiler and Pump 
Controls

Comfort 
Controls
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Summary

Single room 

Underfloor heating
In an extension to an existing heating system - controlled by self-acting return 
temperature limit thermostat (type FHV-R)

A self-acting return temperature limiter for 
controlling the floor temperature of individual 
rooms.

Used in systems which are predominately 
heated by radiators (normal system 
design temperatures 82/71°C) and where 
Underfloor Heating represents only a minor 
part of the system, for example a single 
room or small extension 
Used in systems where a mixing valve 
arrangement, used to reduce the flow 
temperature of water flowing to the 
underfloor heating (UHF) circuit to a level 
acceptable for floor heating, is to be avoided 
because of cost 
Used for UFH systems where it is essential 
to maintain a constant and comfortable 
floor surface temperature, for example in 
bathrooms with ceramic tiled floors
Also ideal for rooms with high peak of free 
heat gains, for example conservatories, 
where a room temperature based control 
system could result in a cold floor 
Suitable for both central conventional and 
manifold or distribution pipe-work systems
Ideal where easy installation and operation 
and long life reliability are essential

It is only suitable for solid floor constructions and 
UFH systems where pipes are laid in a counter 
flow pattern to achieve even floor temperature.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Control
A return temperature limiter will maintain the 
return temperature from the UFH at a constant 
level and secure a constant floor temperature. 
Since there is a co-relation between the floor 
surface temperature and the room temperature, 
the room temperature will be held, more or less, 
at a constant level.

Important information
Pipe laid down in counter flow pattern (or snail 
pattern)

Solid floor, maximum 15m2 floor 
per FJVR return temperature limiter              
(with15mm pipe)
Minimum 75mm screed
Maximum 300mm centre distance between  
pipes
Maximum flow temperature 90°C

•

•
•

•

Easy to install and operate 

No wiring 

Maintains a constant floor 

temperature

No room temperature 

distortions from short term 

free heat gains

No need for extra pump and 

mixing valve

Minimises the running costs

Good performance (self-acting  

proportional) 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

FHV-R

Schematic

Additional Information:  
www.danfoss-randall.co.uk
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In an extension to an existing heating system - controlled by self-acting return 
temperature limit thermostat (type FHV-R)

Single room

Underfloor heating

Wiring Diagram

Type Code No Description Comments

FHV-R 003L100000 Valve complete with wall box and air vent for use 
with FJVR sensor, connections ¾”

For suitable fittings 
please see page 28

FJVR 003L104000 Return temperature limiter sensor, range 
10 - 50°C

Sensor used together 
with FHV-R valve

Please note: both items are required, see page 23 for more details

TP5000Si TP5000Si
TS715Si Timeswitch

Ordering information

Schematic

FHV-R

Additional Information:  
Fittings see p. 28

No additional wiring diagram for the underfloor heating is required. Wiring is shown for the basic system.
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Summary

Single room

Underfloor heating
In an extension to an existing heating system - with flow temperature control 
and wired room thermostat

Maintains programmed room 

temperatures, including night 

set-back

Secure low temperature water 

to the circuit

Ensures high flow rate in floor 

heating circuit

Does not rely on the pump in 

the existing heating system

•

•

•

•

A programmable room thermostat for controlling 
the room temperature in a single room, where 
the flow temperature is controlled by a separate 
thermostatically controlled mixing valve 
arrangement.

Normally used for larger single room UFH 
systems, where additional pump capacity is 
required. 
Can also be used as a zone control (controlling 
more than one UFH circuit) where individual 
room control is not required.
Used where low flow temperatures are 
required due to the pipe layout, floor 
construction or flooring surface.

No special requirements for floor constructions 
– can be used in all types of floor constructions, 
all pipe layouts and flooring surfaces. A safety 
thermostat, not shown, can be added to increase 
the safety and to prevent high flow temperatures. 

Control
A programmable room thermostat is used to 
turn the pump on or off according to actual 
heat demand to maintain programmed room 
temperatures. The thermostatic controlled mixing 
arrangement ensures a low flow temperature 
of the water entering the Underfloor Heating 

•

•

•

circuit. In addition the system can be fitted with 
a safety thermostat to turn off the pump if high 
flow temperatures are measured (not shown on 
the drawing).

Schematic

TP5000Si  

RAVK + VMV

To zone valve
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Single room

Underfloor heating
In an extension to an existing heating system - with flow temperature control 
and wired room thermostat

Wiring Diagram

TS715Si Timeswitch TP5000Si Programmable TP5000Si Programmable TP5000Si Programmable

Sections in the blue boxes indicate wiring for underfloor heating, in addition to standard wiring. 

Type Code No Description Comments

RAVK 013U806300 Thermostatic controller for use with VMV mixing 
valve, range 25-65°C

VMV20 065F002000 ¾” 3-port mixing valve for use with RAVK 
thermostatic controller

Refer to page 22 for 
alternative sizes

TP5000Si 087N791000 5/2 day programmable room thermostat Refer to page 24 & 25 for 
alternative models

HP22 087N660900 22mm 2-port motorised zone valve complete 
with actuator

Refer to page 25 for 
alternative sizes

Ordering information

Schematic

TP5000Si  

RAVK + VMVHP22  
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Summary

Whole or part-house 

Underfloor heating 
With flow temperature control, multi-zone wiring box and wired room 
thermostat

Electro-mechanical or electronic room 
thermostats for controlling the room temperature 
in individual rooms supplied via a manifold 
distribution system with each room having its 
own room thermostat and circuit actuator. Flow 
temperature is controlled by a separate mixing 
valve arrangement supplying the manifold.

Suitable for whole house UFH systems and 
commercial systems
Suitable for buildings with mixed radiator 
and UFH, but where UFH represents a 
significant part of the buildings heating 
system
Suitable for central distribution with manifold 
but can also be applied to conventional ring 
distribution
Allows for separate, individual room 
temperature control by use of a room 
thermostat fitted in each room

No special requirements for floor constructions 
– can be used with all types of floor constructions, 
all pipe layouts and flooring surfaces. A safety 
thermostat, not shown, can be applied to 
increase the safety and protect against high flow 
temperatures.

Control
The thermostatic flow temperature control 
maintains a low flow temperature to the UFH 
system at the setting temperature. Each room 
is then controlled by a room thermostat and a 
thermal actuator, turning the flow on or off to 
the respective circuit according to the actual 

•

•

•

•

heating demand, in order to maintain the room 
temperature at a constant level. 

The FH-WC wiring box incorporates two voltage 
free heat demand relays that are activated 
whenever one or more of the heating zones are 
calling for heat. These relay contacts are used to 
separately control the operation boiler and the 
circulating pump installed in the floor heating 
mixing circuit.

Room thermostats

A full range available 

from normal to electronic 

programmable room 

thermostats with night         

set-back

Thermostatic flow control

Easy to install and operate 

High reliability 

Good performance

•

•

•

•

Schematic

j

RET230
or 

RMT230
FP975-2H

Interlock to Boiler

FH-WC Wiring 
Centre

RAVK + VMV   
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Whole or part-house

Underfloor heating
With flow temperature control, multi-zone wiring box and wired room 
thermostat

Wiring Diagram

Type Code No Description Comments

24 Volts versions

FH-WC 088H001700 Connection box, 230Vac power supply, 24V output With socket for 1xSPST relay

FH-WN 088H002100 Timer module 2 zone timer

FH-WT 088H002200 Room thermostat Standard

FH-WP 088H002300 Room thermostat Public

FH-WS 088H002400 Room thermostat Featured

FH-WF 088H002500 Floor sensor, for use with FH-WP & FH-WS 

FH-WR 088H002600 Pump relay kit, for use with FC-WC (24V)

TWA-A 088H311000 Thermal actuator for use with manifold. 24 Vac
Normally closed.
For alternative thermostats refer to page 24 & 25
One thermostat and actuator required per zone.

Manifold Please refer to page 27 for specification and codes

230 Volts versions

FH-WC 088H012801 8-zone wiring box with integrated heat demand relays

FP-975-2H 087N759900 2-channel programmers with voltage free contacts, 2 Zone For single channel timeswitch refer to page 25

RMT-230T 087N112500 Room thermostat with night set-back option

TWA-A 088H311200 Thermal actuator for use with manifold, 230 Vac For alternative thermostats refer to page 24 & 25
One thermostat and actuator required per zone.Manifold Please refer to page 27 for specification and codes

Mixing loop products

RAVK 013U806300 Thermostatic controller for use with VMV mixing valve Range 25 - 65°C

VMV20 065F002000 ¾” 3-port mixing valbe for use wiyh RAVK thermostatic controller Refer to page 22 for alternative sizes

Ordering information
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Summary

Single room

Underfloor heating

Maintains programmed room 

temperatures, including night 

set-back

Secure low temperature water 

to the circuit

Ensures high flow rate in floor 

heating circuit

Does not rely on the pump in 

the existing heating system

•

•

•

•

In an extension to an existing heating system - with flow temperature control 
and wireless room thermostat

A wireless programmable room thermostat for 
controlling the room temperature in a single 
room, where the flow temperature is controlled 
by a separate thermostatically controlled mixing 
valve arrangement.

Normally used for larger single room UFH 
systems, where additional pump capacity is  
required. 
Can also be used as a zone control (controlling 
more than one UFH circuit) where individual 
room control is not required.
Used where low flow temperatures are 
required due to the pipe layout, floor 
construction or flooring surface.

No special requirements for floor constructions 
– can be used in all types of floor constructions, 
all pipe layouts and flooring surfaces. A safety 
thermostat, not shown, can be added to increase 
the safety and to prevent high flow temperatures. 

Control
A wireless programmable room thermostat is used 
to turn the pump on or off according to actual 
heat demand to maintain programmed room 
temperatures. The thermostatic controlled mixing 
arrangement ensures a low flow temperature 
of the water entering the Underfloor Heating 
circuit. In addition the system can be fitted with 

•

•

•

a safety thermostat to turn off the pump if high 
flow temperatures are measured (not shown on 
the drawing).

The wireless thermostat uses secure digital RF 
communication to activate a relay within the RX 
receiver unit located adjacent to the UFH heating 
circuit.

Schematic

TP5000Si-RF

RAVK + VMV

RX Receiver
to zone valve
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Single room

Underfloor heating
In an extension to an existing heating system - with flow temperature control 
and wireless room thermostat

Wiring Diagram

Type Code No Description Comments

RAVK 013U806300 Thermostatic controller for use with VMV mixing 
valve, range 25-65°C

VMV20 065F002000 ¾” 3-port mixing valvefor use with RAVK 
thermostatic controller

Refer to page 22 for 
alternative sizes

TP5000Si 087N791000 5/2 day programmable room thermostat Refer to page 24 & 25 for 
alternative models

RX-1 087N747600 Single channel receiver, works in conjuction with 
1 thermostat

Refer to page 24 for 2 & 
3 channel versions

HP22 087N660900 22mm 2-port motorised zone valve complete 
with actuator

Refer to page 25 for 
alternative sizes

Ordering information

Schematic

TS715Si Timeswitch TP5000Si Programmable TP5000Si Programmable

TP5000Si  RF

HP22 RAVK + VMV  
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Summary

Whole or part-house 

Underfloor heating system
With flow  temperature control, wireless zone controller and wireless room 
thermostat

Thermostatic Flow Control

Easy to install and operate

High reliability

Good performance

Room Thermostats

Wireless thermostats for ease 

of installation

•

•

•

•

Electronic wireless room thermostats for 
controlling the room temperature in individual 
rooms supplied via a manifold distribution system 
with each room having its own room thermostat 
and circuit actuator. Flow temperature is controlled 
by a separate mixing valve arrangement supplying 
the manifold.

Suitable for whole house UFH systems and 
commercial systems
Suitable for buildings with mixed radiator 
and UFH, but where UFH represents a 
significant part  of the buildings heating 
system
Suitable for central distribution with manifold 
but can also be applied to conventional ring 
distribution
Allows for separate, individual room 
temperature control by use of a room 
thermostat fitted in each room

No special requirements for floor constructions 
– can be used with all types of floor constructions, 
all pipe layouts and flooring surfaces. A safety 
thermostat, not shown, can be applied to 
increase the safety and protect against high flow 
temperatures.

Control
The thermostatic flow temperature control 
maintains a low flow temperature to the UFH 
system at the setting temperature. Each room is 
then controlled by a wireless room thermostat 
and an actuator or motorised valve, turning the 
flow on or off to the respective circuit according 

•

•

•

•

to the actual heating demand, in order to maintain 
the room temperature at a constant level. 

The FH-BU wireless zone controller incorporates 
two voltage free heat demand relays that are 
activated whenever one or more of the heating 
zones are calling for heat. These relay contacts are 
used to separately control the operation boiler 
and the circulating pump installed in the floor 
heating mixing circuit.

Schematic
Room thermostat

Optional timer 
module FH-RN

Thermal Actuator

FH-BU Wiring 
Centre

RAVK + VMV

interlock to boiler

Floor heating pump

to Boiler

to adjacent circuit

to adjacent circuit
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Whole or part-house

Underfloor heating system
With flow  temperature control, wireless zone controller and wireless room 
thermostat

Wiring Diagram

Type Code No Description Comments

RAVK 013U806300 Thermostatic controller for use with VMV mixing 
valve, range 25-65°C

VMV20 065F002000 ¾” 3-port mixing valvefor use with RAVK 
thermostatic controller

Refer to page 22 for 
alternative sizes

FH-BU 088H012001 6-zone wireless zone controller with integrated 
heat demand relays

FH-RN 088H012301 2-channel timer module for building into FH-BU 
zone controller

Manifold Refer to page 27 for specifcation and ordering codes

FH-RT 088H012101 Wireless room thermostat with Day/Night/Auto 
selector switch

One thermostat and 
actuator required for 
each UFH zoneTWA-A 088H311200 Thermal actuator for use with manifold, 230V

Ordering information
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Summary

Kitchen or Bathroom

Floor Heating
Using electric under-tile heating mats

The heating mat is installed beneath the tiles 
within the flexible adhesive used to fix the 
tiles to the floor surface. Floor temperature is 
monitored and controlled using a devireg® 550 
programmable thermostat.

The system is intended to take the chill off 
tiled floor surfaces as opposed to true space 
heating. 
Versions of the mat are available for both 
wood and concrete construction floors. 
Sizing is simply a matter of selecting a mat 
which has an area equal to that of the area 
of the floor to be warmed

Installation is simple. The mat mesh is cut and the 
mat turned until the floor area is covered. 

Care must be taken not to cut or damage the 
heating cables during installation.

•

•

•

Control
The devireg® 550 programmable thermostat 
controls floor temperature as opposed to room 
temperature. Mats with a combined load of 
up to 3600 watts can be connected to a single 
thermostat

Easy to install mat, no time 

consuming stapling or 

clipping of heating cable

Mat thickness is only 3.5mm, 

can be accommodated within 

tile adhesive layer

Thermostat ensures floor 

temperature is held at 

comfortable level

Screened twin-core heating 

cable for maximum safety and 

installation ease

•

•

•

•

Schematic

IMPORTANT: 
Thermostat  must be 
located outside of wet area 
in accordance with wiring 
regulations. Power from thermostat

Floor sensor wiring to
 thermostat
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Kitchen or Bathroom 

Floor Heating
Using electric under-tile heating mats

Installation

1. The free area where the floor heating is to be fitted must be 
measured to determine which size devimat is needed.

2. A groove is cut into the floor and wall approximately 10mm deep 
and wide for the floor sensor and tube. The tube allows for easy 
removal of floor sensor if required.

3. Before laying the self-adhesive mat, the floor should be clean and 
dry, primed if necessary. Once the mat has been tested, it is rolled 
out and laid on the floor.

4. On reaching the end of the mat run, simply cut the mesh, turn the 
mat and lay the next piece beside the first. The red heating cable 
must NOT be cut.

5. If required the mat can be fixed to the floor using staples or tape 
on a timber floor, or a glue gun. With the mat in place the floor is 
ready to be covered.

6. The devimat can be covered by one layer of flexible tile adhesive/
self-levelling compound and allowed to dry before tiling, or lay the 
tile adhesive and tiles in one operation.  Always use flexible tile 
adhesive and grout.

Electric Underfoor Heating - devimat®

Area 
to be 

warmed 
(m2)

devimat® DTIF-100 
100/W/m2 for timber based foors

devimat® DTIF-150
150W/m2 for concrete based foors

Heating Load 
(Watts) Product Code(1) Heating Load (Watts) Product Code(1)

1.0 100 83030101 150 83030121

1.5 150 83030102 225 83030122

2.0 200 83030103 300 83030123

2.5 250 83030104 375 83030124

3.0 300 83030105 450 83030125

3.5 350 83030106 525 83030126

4.0 400 83030107 600 83030127

5.0 500 83030108 750 83030128

6.0 600 83030109 900 83030129

7.0 700 83030110 1050 83030130

8.0 800 83030111 1200 83030131

9.0 900 83030112 1350 83030132

10.0 1000 83030113 1500 83030133

12.0 1200 83030114 1800 83030134

Please note: (1) comes complete with 4, connection tail and 2m length of flexible conduit to accomodate floor sensor.

Thermostat & Cable Monitor

Feature Code No Type

Intelligent, 7-day programmable 19150028 devireg® 550

Cable Monitor 30953095 deviguard®

Ordering information

Wiring Diagram

Load Mains In Not Used Floor Sensor

L N N L NTC

Max 16A
to Mat

Power In To Floor 
Sensor
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Flow Temperature Controls

FTC Sensor

RA-FN Valve Body

RAVK Sensor

VMT Valve Body

VMV Valve Body

RAVK
RAVK is used for flow temperature control of domestic and smaller commercial UFH systems. RAVK is 
a self-acting thermostatic element with immersion sensor, which can be combined with 2 port VMT 
valve bodies installed in an injection loop circuit or 3 port VMV valve bodies  installed in a conventional 
mixing circuit.
The capillary tube is 2m and the immersion sensor must be installed in a pocket in the flow to the UFH 

as near to the mixing arrangement as possible. Temperature range for the RAVK is 25-65°C.

RA-C Valve Body

VMT
VMT is a 2 port, straight pattern, high capacity valve, which can be used in an injection loop circuit in 
conjunction with the RAVK sensor to control the flow temperature in a mixing arrangement. The VMT is 
available in DN 15, 20 and 25.

VMV
VMV is a 3 port high capacity valve, which can be used in conjunction with the RAVK sensor to control the 
supply temperature in a mixing arrangement. The VMV is available in DN 15 and 20. Although available 
in 25, 32 & 40mm sizes these must NOT be used with RAVK sensors.

FTC
FTC is used for flow temperature control of domestic UFH systems using injection loops as an alternative 
to 3 port mixing valves. The FTC is a self-contained thermostatic element with clamp-on sensor which is 
used together with RA-FN and RA-C 2-port valve bodies. It is not suitable for use with VMV 3 port valves. 
The FTC has a temperature range of 15-50°C. 
A capillary tube interconnects the FTC controller with the clamp on sensor which must be installed on a 
metallic pipe close to the mixing loop.

RA-FN & RA-C
RA-FN or high capacity RA-C valve bodies are used together with FTC flow temperature controller to 
control the outlet temperature of an injection loop type mixing circuit. This type of mixing arrangement 
is often more cost effective than traditional 3 port valve based solutions.

VMT - Valve Body - Ordering Information

Type
kv (m3/h) at a P-Band (°C) of kvs

(m3/h)
Connection Code No

2 4 6 8 10

VMT 15/8 0.35 0.65 0.85 1.0 1.1 1.5 15mm 065F011501

VMT20/8 0.5 0.75 0.95 1.1 1.2 2.3 22mm 065F012001

VMT25/8 0.55 1.1 1.6 2 2.2 3.1 28mm 065F012501

VMV- Valve Body - Ordering Information

Type kvs (m3/h) Connection Code No

VMV 15 2.5 1/2” BSP (F) 065F001500

VMV 20 4.0 3/4” BSP (F) 065F002000

RA-FN - Ordering Information

Pattern Type
Connection

kvs (m3/h) Code No
Pipe Radiator Tail

Straight

RA-FN 15 1/2” BSP 1/2” BSP 0.90 013G002400

RA-FN 15 15mm or 1/2” BSP 1/2” BSP 0.90 013G008400

RA-FN 20 3/4” BSP 3/4” BSP 1.40 013G002600

RA-FN 25 1” BSP 1” BSP 1.40 013G002800

RA-C - Ordering Information

RA-C 15 15mm 15mm 1.20 013G309401

RA-C 20 22mm 22mm 3.30 013G309601

Additional Information:  
For pipe fittings please refer to page 28
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Comfort and Safety Controls

FHV-R

FJVR Valve

FJVR
The FJVR return temperature limiter is a self-acting sensor, which measures the valve body temperature 
to maintain the return temperature in the UFH circuit at a constant level and hence secure a constant 
floor temperature. This makes it ideal for many applications and unique compared to other type of 
controls. Settings on the sensor can be limited or locked.

Safety Immersion Thermostats

Gland Seals

FHV-R
The FHV-R provides temperature control of floor heating circuits using a FJVR return temperature limit-
er sensor to maintain the return temperature in the UFH circuit at a constant level. The valve is designed 
for use with solid floors and is built into a solid or partition wall, making only the front cover and sensor 
visible in the final installation. The valve connection is suitable for compression fittings and is delivered 
with a built-in air vent. The FJVR sensor must be ordered separately.

Safety Immersion Thermostats 
Danfoss Randall can offer a range of immersion thermostats, which can be used to control a pump (on/
off) in a mixing arrangement for safety reasons. The range includes tamperproof models and models 
that have to be manually reset if the temperature exceeds the set maximum temperature.

 FJVR Sensor - Ordering Information

Type Setting Range Code No

FJVR Return Temperature Limiter 10 - 50°C 003L104000

FJVR Valve - Ordering Information

Type Version
Connection

kvs (m3/h) Code No
Inlet Outlet

FJVR-15
Angle

R 1/2 Rp 1/2 0.73
003L101300

Straight 003L101400

FHV-R - Ordering Information

Type Description Connection kvs (m3/h) Code No

FHV-R Return temperature limiter valve c/w enclosure G 3/4”A 0.88 003L101300

FJVR FJVR sensor with setting range 10 - 50°C - - 003L101400

Safety Immersion Thermostats - Ordering Information

Type Description Setting Range Switch Type Code No

ITC Control Thermostat 0 - 90°C SPDT 099-105700

ITL Limit Thermostat 90 - 110°C SPDT 099-105900

ITD Dual Control and 
Limit Thermostat

0 - 90°C
30 - 90°C

SPDT
SPDT 099-106100

Accessories - Ordering Information

Description Code No

Spare gland seal for 3-port and 3-port valves (VMT and KOVM) 013U007000

Spare gland seal RA-FN and RA-C 013G029000

1/2” BSP sensor pocket for RAVK 013U029000

1/2” BSP capillary tube gland seal for RAVK 013U809000
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Comfort Controls 

Room Thermostats

RET B

RT51

RMT 230

RET 230L

RMT - Room Thermostats
A stylish range of electro-mechanical room thermostats for use on 230 volt systems. All models with 
the exception of the RMT230* have an accelerator heater to improve control accuracy. Setting range is 
8 - 30°c that can be limited or locked. The thermostats are available in various configurations including 
models with set-back feature, ideal for use with FH-WC wiring centre.

RX1

RET - Room Thermostats
A matching range of electronic room thermostats for use on 230 Volt systems. All models incorporate 
an accelerator heater to improve control accuracy. Setting range is 5 - 30°C that can be limited or locked. 
The thermostats are available in various configurations including models with set-back feature, ideal for 
use with FH-WC wiring centre.

RET - Room Thermostats with setting dial and LCD display
These enhanced feature models incorporate an LCD which normally displays room temperature but 
changes momentarily to display set temperature whenever the setting dial is moved. 
Models in the range include battery powered hard-wired and wireless (RF) models, and a mains powered 
hard-wired model. Full details of the range can be found in our main catalogue.

RT51 and RT52 Digital set-back thermostats
These simple to use battery powered thermostats allow users to manually toggle between user pre-
set day and night temperatures. RT52 has a built in timer to return the unit to day operation at a user 
defined time each day. Range includes hard-wired and wireless (RF) models.

RX Receivers
For use with all Danfoss Randall wireless thermostats excluding FH-RT. RX receivers which are available 
in 1, 2 or 3 channel models can be located up to 30 metres from the thermostat. Each receiver is matched 
to it’s thermostat group during commissioning.

RX Receivers - Ordering Information

Type Description Code No

RX-1 Single channel receiver 087N747600

RX-2 Two channel receiver 087N747700

RX-3 Three channel receiver 087N747800

RX-3B Two channel receiver with boiler/pump output 087N748400

RMT - Room Thermostats - Ordering Information

Type Description Switch Type Code No

RMT230* No accelerator SPDT 087N111000

RMT230 With accelerator SPDT 087N110000

RMT230T With accelerator, thermometer and night set-back SPDT 087N112500

RET - Room Thermostats - Ordering Information

Type Description Switch Type Code No

RET230 1 LED SPDT 087N700400

RET230L 2 LED’s SPDT 087N700600

RET230VF Volt free contacts, 1 LED SPDT 087N700800

RET230NSB 5K Night Set-back, volt free contacts SPDT 087N701000

RET - Room Thermostats with setting dial and LCD display - Ordering Information

Type Code No Description Switch Type Type Code No

RET-B 087N725100 Battery powered base model SPDT RET B-RF 087N727000

RET B-LS 087N725500 Battery powered with Off/Auto SPDT RET-B-LS-RF 087N707200

RET B-NSB 087N725900 Battery powered with Day/Night SPDT RET-B-NSB-RF 087N727400

RET-M 087N726400 230V powered, base model SPDT - -

RET - Room Thermostats with setting dial and LCD display - Ordering Information

Type Code No Description Switch Type Type Code No

RT51 087N699600 Manual selection of day & night periods SPDT RT51-RF 087N699900

RT52 087N699700 As above but with timed return to day SPDT RT52-RF 087N700100
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2-port midpositioning valve

AVDO by-pass valve

TP7000

FP715 Si

Comfort Controls

Room Thermostat & Valves
Programmable Room Thermostats
These thermostats combine the functions of a timer and thermostat into a single easy to use unit. 
TP5000 Si provides 5/2 day programming whilst TP7000 provides either 5/2 day or 7 day programming. 
Both models offer optional chrono-proportional control. Full specification can be found in our main 
catalogue. Range includes hard-wired and wireless (RF) models.

Time Controls
These time controls can be used to turn heating systems on and off. The range offers unrivalled flexibility 
of control and includes an electronic timeswitch, a 2-channel common time base programmer and a 2-
channel full programmer, all of which offer 24 hour, 5/2 day or 7 day programming options.
A special model, type FP975-2H, provides 2-zone time control of the FH-WC hard-wired floor heating 
zone controller.

Zone Valves
Danfoss Randall offers a range of high capacity motorised valves with spring return actuators for 
controlling floor heating circuits and for heating system zoning.  The range includes 2 port and 3 port 
mid-positioning or diverter valves in different sizes with screwed and compression connections. The 
spring return actuators have auxiliary switches and one metre of cable.

Automatic Bypass Valves
The AVDO is a non-electric automatic by-pass valve for use in domestic heating systems, which opens 
only when the system flow/pressure conditions dictate e.g. if all over circuit valves are closed. By doing 
so, system efficiency is increased and the risk of system noise is diminished. Setting range 0.05 - 0.5 Bar.
The ARV22 is a competitively priced, well engineered solution, available in 22mm, that provides a 
sufficient bypass for most small to medium domestic heating systems.

TP5000 Si

ARV22

Programmable Room Thermostats - Ordering Information

Hard-Wired
Description Switch Type

Wireless

Type Code No Type Code No

TP5000Si 087N791000 Battery powered, 5/2 day programmable  
room thermostat SPDT TP5000Si-RF 087N791200

TP7000 087N740000 Battery powered, 7-day or 5/2day 
programmable room thermostat SPDT TP7000-RF 078N741000

TP7000M 087N740800 230Volt powered, 7-day or 5/2day 
programmable room thermostat SPDT - -

Time Controls MK18 - Ordering Information

Type Description Switch Type Code No

TS715 Si Single channel timeswitch SPDT 087N789900

CP715 SI 2 channel programmer with common time base SPDT 087N789700

FP715 SI 2 channel programmer with independent time base SPDT 087N789800

FP975-2H 2 channel programmer with voltage free contacts 
for use with FH-WC zone controller SPDT 087N759900

Zone Valves - Ordering Information

Type Description Switch Type Code No

HP15 15mm external compression SPDT 087N660800

HP22 22mm external compression SPDT 087N660900

HP28 28mm external compression SPDT 087N661100

Automatic Bypass Valves - Ordering Information

Type
Connections

Code No
Inlet Outlet

AVDO 15 15mm 15mm 003L611500

AVDO 20 22mm 22mm 003L612200

AVDO 25 28mm 28mm 003L612800

AVDO 15 1/2” BSP (F) 1/2” BSP (M) 003L601800

AVDO 20 3/4” BSP (F) 3/4” BSP (M) 003L602300

AVDO 25 1” BSP (F) 1” BSP (M) 003L602800

ARV 22 22mm 22mm 099-1063300
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Other Controls

Wired & Wireless Zone Controls

FH-BU

FH-RT

WB 12

FH-WC

Wiring Box
WB12 is a low cost wiring box which can be used to interconnect the various control components 
normally found within a heating system. The WB12 has 12 connections and provides a systemised and 
tidy approach to wiring and fault finding.

Hard-wired floor heating zone controller
The FH-WC is a hard-wired 8 zone controller used to interconnect the components that make up a 
floor heating control system. The FH-WC provides dedicated connections for zone thermostat and 
zone thermal actuators for underfloor heating systems of up to eight zones. It can be used together 
with a wide range of thermostats, including programmable thermostats and dial setting thermostats 
offering night set back functionality. An external time controller can be connected and allows each zone 
to be attached to one of two time channels. The unit incorporates two heat demand relays which are 
activated whenever one or more zones are calling for heat. These relay contacts are used to control the 
floor heating pump and to start the boiler, all in accordance with the Building Regulations. In addition to 
the 230V version, a 24V model with 1 heat demand relay is also available.

Wireless floor heating zone controller
The FH-BU is a wireless 6 zone controller which combines the functions of a wiring centre and a 6-zone 
RF receiver into a single simple to install controller. In addition to having 6 control zones, the FH-BU 
also incorporates two heat demand relays which are activated whenever one or more zones call for 
heat. These relay contacts are used to control the operation of the floor heating pump and to start the 
boiler, all in accordance with the Building Regulations. Used together with FH-RT dial setting set-back 
thermostats and FH-RN 2-channel timer modules, the FH-BU system provides an easy to install and 
commission purpose built floor heating solution which is extremely cost effective.

Wiring Box - Ordering Information

Type Description Code No

WB12 12-Way terminal with 8 cable clamps 087N670000

Hard-wired foor heating zone controller - Ordering Information

Type Description Comments Code No

FH-WC 8-zone hard-wired UFH controller, complete 
with 2 voltage free heat demand relays

Thermostats and 
thermal actuators must 
be ordered separatley

088H012801

FP975-2H 2-channel programmer - 087N759900

Wireless foor heating zone controller - Ordering Information

Type Description Comments Code No

FH-BU
6-zone wireless underfllor heating controller, 
complete with 2 voltage-free demand heat 
delays

Thermostats and 
thermal actuators must 
be ordered separatley

088H012001

FH-RT Wireless thermostat for use with FH-BU zone 
controller - 088H012101

FH-RN 2-channel timer module for building in to 
FH-BU zone controller - 088H012301
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Other Controls

Manifolds & Thermal Actuators

CFD Manifold
Danfoss floor heating manifolds are used for heat regulation in floor heating systems. Both flow and 
return manifold have 1 ¼” connections, with connections for between 3 to 12 heating circuits, but more 
manifolds can be interconnected. The manifold features individual pre-setting and integrated valve 
inserts, which can be controlled by Danfoss TWA-A thermal actuators. A full programme of manifold 
accessories, including brackets, end sections with drain taps and automatic air vents, plus reduction 
pieces, is available.

TWA-A Thermal Acuators
TWA-A thermal actuators are designed specifically for use with CFD underfloor heating manifolds. These 
low cost actuators mount directly onto the regulating valve connection of the manifold and are powered 
from a wiring centre or zone controller. The TWA-A consumes just 2 watts when operating, making them 
reliable and energy efficient. TWA-A can be mounted onto any Danfoss valve using the 17mm diameter 
RA2000 connection. Other versions of the TWA actuator are available for use with third party manifolds 
and other Danfoss valves. Please refer to our sales department for further information.

CFD Manifold

TWA-A

Actuators - Valve type RA - Ordering Information

Type Voltage Power Cons Code No

TWA-A 230V - normally closed (NC) 2W 088H311200

TWA-A 230V - normally open (NO) 2W 088H311300

TWA-A 24V - normally closed (NC) 2W 088H311000

TWA-A 24V - normally open (NO) 2W 088H311100

CFD Manifold - Ordering Information

Symbol Type Description Code No

CFD 3+3

Manifold (set of flow and return Manifold)

088H100300

CFD 4+4 088H100400

CFD 5+5 088H100500

CFD 6+6 088H100600

CFD 7+7 088H100700

CFD 8+8 088H100800

CFD 9+9 088H100900

CFD 10+10 088H101000

CFD 11+11 088H101100

CFD 12+12 088H101200

CFE End section (2 pieces) 088H102000

- Union (2 pieces) 088H102100

1¼” x ¾”
Reduction piece (2 pieces)

088H103400

1¼” x 1” 088H104400

                             Bracket (2 pieces) 088H102200

Compression fittings
Please refer 
to page 28 for 
available fittings
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Body text

For Valves with Female Threaded Connections                                                                                                                        

Compression 
Fittings for:

RA-FN & RA-N Radiator Thermostat Valve Bodies, RLV and RLV-D Lockshield Valve 
Bodies, RA-URX Towel Rail Valve Bodies, FJVR Return Temperature Limiter Valve Bodies and
KOVM 3-Port Valve Bodies

Pipe Type: COPPER

013G410000 3/8” x 10mm

013G410200 3/8” x 12mm

013G410800 1/2” x   8mm

013G411000 1/2” x 10mm

013G411200 1/2” x 12mm

013G411500 1/2” x 15mm

Pipe Type:                          PEX

013G414200 1/2” x 12 x 0.2mm

013G414400 1/2” x 14 x 2.0mm

013G414700 1/2” x 15 x 2.5mm

013G415600 ¾” x 16 x 2.0mm

Pipe Type:                          ALUPEX

013G417200 1/2” x 12 x 2mm

013G417400 1/2” x14 x 2mm

Please	note:	Copper	pipe	must	be	in	accordance	with	BS2871	part	1/BSEN1057.	It	is	recommended	to	use	supporting	bushes	with	soft	
copper	pipes.	PEX	pipe	must	be	in	accordance	with	DIN16892/16893	or	BS7291	part	1:1990	or	part	3:1990.	Maximum	operating	pressure	and	
temperature	are	given	by	the	pipe	manufacturer.	However,	6	bar	and	95°C	must	not	be	exceeded.

Design:	For	use	with	valves	having	a	female	threaded	connection.	Fitting	comprises	olive	and	externally	threaded	compression	nut,	
dimension	of	female	thread	is	included	in	the	description.	For	PEX	and	ALUPEX	a	pipe	support	insert	is	also	included.

For Valves with Male Threaded Connections                                                                                                                        

Compression 
Fittings for:

RLV-KD AND RLV-KS H-Pieces, VHS H-Pieces, FHV-R and FHV-A Underfloor Heating Valves, 
CFD Manifolds, RA-C Climate Valves and VMT- 2-Port Valves

Pipe Type:                          Copper

013G412000 3/4” x 10mm

013G412200 3/4” x 12mm

013G412500 3/4” x 15mm

Pipe Type:                          PEX

013G416500 3/4” x 15mm x 1.7mm

013G415500 3/4” x 15mm x 2.5mm

013G415600 3/4” x 16mm x 2.0mm

013G416300 3/4” x 16mm x 2.2mm

013G415900 3/4” x 18mm x 2.5 mm

013G416100 3/4” x 20mm x 2.5mm

Pipe Type:                         ALUPEX

013G418400 3/4” x 14mm x 2.0mm

013G418500 3/4” x 15mm x 2.5mm

013G418600 3/4” x 16mm x 2.0mm

013G418800 3/4” x 18mm x 2.0mm

013G419000 3/4” x 20mm x 2.0mm

Please	note:	Copper	pipe	must	be	in	accordance	with	BS2871	part1/BSEN1057.	It	is	recommended	to	use	supporting	bushes	with	soft	
copper	pipes.	PEX	pipe	must	be	in	accordance	with	DIN16892/16893	or	BS7291	part	1:1990	or	part	3:1990.	Maximum	operating	pressure	and	
temperature	are	given	by	the	pipe	manufacturer.	However,	6	bar	and	95°C	must	not	be	exceeded.	

Design:	For	use	with	valves	having	a	3/4”	male	threaded	connection.	Fitting	comprises	olive	and	internally	threaded	compression	nut.	
For	PEX	and	ALUPEX	a	pipe	support	insert	is	also	included.	

ALUPEX Fittings Internal/External

Copper Fittings Internal/External

PEX Fittings Internal/External

Fittings
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Electric Floor Heating Solutions
Devimat floot heating mats
These simple to install electric floor heating mats 
are ideal for use in kitchens or in bathrooms, 
particularly as they can be accommodated 
within the normal thickness taken up by the 
tile adhesive. Care must be taken to ensure that 
only flexible adhesives are used. There are two 
versions of the mat available, one for concrete 
based floors, another for wood based floors. To 
select the correct mat simply measure the area to 
be heated, establish the floor structure and select 
an appropriate mat from the table below.

A special thermostat, Devireg 550, which controls 
floor temperature must be used. This thermostat is 
supplied complete with a remote sensor which is 
located in the floor adhesive during installation.

To ensure that no cable damage has occurred 
during installation, a cable monitor is available. 
This is connected to the mat during installation 
and is removed once installation is complete. Any 
damage that may occur during tile laying raises 
an alarm, allowing a repair to be effected before 
the floor laying is completed.

Devireg 550 in white and chrome

Cable monitor

Devimat

Electric Underfoor Heating - Devimat

Area to be 
warmed 

(m2)

Devimat DTIF - 100
100W/m2 for timber based foors

Devimat DTIF - 150
150W/m2 for concrete based foors

Heating Load (watts) Code No(1) Heating Load (watts) Code no(1)

1.0 100 83030101 150 83030121

1.5 150 83030102 225 83030122

2.0 200 83030103 300 83030123

2.5 250 83030104 375 83030124

3.0 300 83030105 450 83030125

3.5 350 83030106 525 83030126

4.0 400 83030107 600 83030127

5.0 500 83030108 750 83030128

6.0 600 83030109 900 83030129

7.0 700 83030110 1050 83030130

8.0 800 83030111 1200 83030131

9.0 900 83030112 1350 83030132

10.0 1000 83030113 1500 83030133

12.0 1200 83030114 1800 83030134

Please note: (1) comes complete with 4m connection taol and 2m lenght of flexible conduit to accomodate floor sensor

Thermostat & Cable Monitor - Ordering Information

Type Feature Code No

Deviguard 550 Intelligent, 7day programmable 19150028

Deviguard Cable monitor 30953095

Thermostat switching limits

Mat Type Maximum mat area

100 W/m2, for wooden floor structure 35.0 m2

150 W/m2, for concrete floor structure 23.0 m2

Please note: If area to be heated exceeds the values above, use multiple thermostats, or use a suitable load contactor 
to switch the load. Areas up to 29m2 for timber floors and 19m2 for concrete floors can be connected to a standard 13A 
switched spur.
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Literature Service

Product Range Type Part No. Quantity
Product Selection Guide Catalogue 028

Wireless Control Packs Catalogue 662

Underfloor Heating Product & System Guide Catalogue 438

RA2000 Commercial Radiator Thermostats Catalogue 410

Radiator Thermostats
RAS-C2 Revolver Radiator Thermostats, incl. push-fit versions Sales Leaflet* 250

RAS-D2 Domestic Revolver Radiator Thermostats, incl. push-fit versions Sales Leaflet* 336

RA2000 Commercial Radiator Sensors Datasheet VDVBE122

RA Plus Programmable Radiator Thermostats Datasheet VD53P102

RA-FN, RA-G Commercial Valve Bodies Datasheet VD51Q102

RA-N Commercial Valve Bodies Datasheet VD51G802

RLV-D Domestic Lockshield Valves, including push-fit versions Datasheet VD35E202

RLV Commercial Lockshield Valves Datasheet VD35D102

H Pieces & Sensors Datasheet VD35C102

Bathroom Solutions - RA-URX Towel Rail Sales Leaflet 580

Bathroom Solutions - RA-URX Towel Rail Datasheet VD31B102

Replacement Sensors RA-V & RA-VL Datasheet VDULY102

Time Controls
Time Controls - TS715 Si, CP715 Si & FP715 Si Sales Leaflet 334

Time Controls, Compatibility Guide Sales Leaflet 196

TS975 & FP975 Replacement Time Controls Datasheet 208

GP Time Controls - 102, 102E5, 102E7, 103, 103E5 & 103E7 Sales Leaflet 582

Set Range - SET1E, SET2E, SET3E & SET3M Sales Leaflet 188

Programmers - 3020P, 3060 & 4033 Datasheet 040

Commercial Time Controls Sales Leaflet 606

Electric Thermostats
TP4000 Programmable Room Thermostat Sales Leaflet 238

TP6000M Mains Powered Programmable Room Thermostat Sales Leaflet 630

TP5000 Si , including RF versions Sales Leaflet* 236

TP7000 Programmable Room Thermostats Sales Leaflet* 594

HC6000 Heat/Cool Thermostats Sales Leaflet* 596

TP9 Programmable Thermostat with Hot Water Time Control Datasheet 318

Programmable Hot Water Thermostat - WP75RF Sales Leaflet* 282

RMT/RET Room Thermostats Sales Leaflet* 584

RET Electronic Room Thermostats with Function Switches Sales Leaflet* 592

RET230 HC & HCW Heat/Cool Thermostats Datasheet 660

Battery Room Thermostats RET B plus RF versions Sales Leaflet* 588

RET-MD & RET-M Room Thermostats Sales Leaflet* 590

Cylinder, Pipe & Frost Thermsotats - ATC, ATP, ATF & RET230F Datasheet 374

Immersion Thermostats - ITC, ITL & ITD Datasheet 374

Underfoor Heating Controls
Underfloor Heating Product & System Guide Catalogue 438

Electric Underfloor Heating Mat Sales Leaflet* 628

FH-WC Hard Wired Zone Control Datasheet 620

FH-BU Wireless Zone Control Datasheet 622

FHV Valves for Underfloor Heating Sales Leaflet* 476

Thermal Actuators TWA Datasheet VDSAP112

Motorised Valves & Other Controls
Control Packs Sales Leaflet* 120

Wiring Centre WC4B Instructions 39917

Wireless Controls Packs WP75-RF Datasheet 408

H Series Motorised Valves Sales Leaflet* 192

Domestic Bypass Valves AVDO Datasheet 062

Domestic Bypass Valves ARV22 Datasheet 380

Thermal Actuators TWA Datasheet VDSAP112

AB-QM Balancing Valves Datasheet VDA2W112

AB-QM Balancing Valves Sales Leaflet VBA2Z102

Thermostatic Cylinder Controls RAVI Datasheet 240

Climate Control Range - FEK, FEV & FED Catalogue 346

Ordering Literature
 

To obtain copies of individual product sales leaflets and 
datasheets please photocopy this page and complete 
your personal details and the literature quantites you 

require and fax this form to 

UK
0845 1217 515

Republic of Ireland
353 - 1-  6269 334

Company Name:

Address

Postcode

Contact Name

Datasheets
* Denotes that datasheets are also available. 

Please use the space below to indicate which 
datasheet you would like to order.

Datasheet Quantity
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